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More than ever the Arab World is loosing day 
after day the best of its natural and cultural 
heritage due to globalization, war, instability and 
lack of ethics leading inevitably to the 
degradation of the traditional built environment 
and the destruction of historic cities. 

The destruction of Beirut downtown during 
Lebanon Civil War in 1975 initiated the urgency 
of documenting the fragile traditional 
settlements and vernacular architecture. The idea 
of creating ARCADE as a research center on 
architecture in the Arab World started in 1975.

 

 

The Arab World





VISION
Researching our Past and Present 
for a better Future.

RECORD and DOCUMENT relevant data and build image library of historic urban settlements 
and vernacular/modern architecture.

STUDY the wealth of sustainable solutions relevant to climate and context embedded in 
traditional architecture as well in modern and contemporary buildings.

COMMUNICATE findings through a web magazine (AMARA), publications (books, articles etc.), 
seminars and conferences.

ELABORATE innovative approaches and prototypes based on researching past architectures

ASSIST consulting firms with dedicated research and design orientation

BUILD knowledge for future generations (students, young processionals, leaders of tomorrow).

Arab Research Centre for Architecture and the Design of the Environment

Atelier de Recherche & de Communication sur l’Architecture Durable et l’Environnement

المركز العربي للبحث المعماري والتنظيم البيئي 

ARCADE

MISSION



RESEARCHING

”ARCHITECTURE

without ARCHITECTS”

in West and North

AFRICA 1976-1980
During 5 years many research missions were conducted in Ivory

Cost and Mali including a crossing of West and North Africa in 1978.

The purpose of this crossing was to discover and explore the variety

of vernacular architecture and traditional construction modes in

West and North Africa.

This 3-month expedition started in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, followed by

Mali, home of the Dogons, then Burkina Faso, Niger, the Great

Sahara (through Tassili Hoggar), Algeria and Morocco (explored

from North to South). Its itinerary is visible on the attached Michelin

Map with stops corresponding to the places where African

architectures are the most typical.

The extraordinary typological variety of African architecture is due to

many elements: climate, context, availability in situ of construction

material, socio-economical structures of the tribe or ethnical

population and most importantly the religious factors.



Crossing West & North Africa-1978
In search of ”Architectures 
without Architects”

Landscape, urban settlements, old 
cities, religious buildings and more 



OF EARTH ARCHITECTURE
THE FUTURE OF PAST 
ARCHITECTURE

CCF, G. Pompidou Centre, 1981- Paris, 
FRANCE

Recording vernacular architecture in

Africa was instrumental for ARCADE to to

participate in the exceptional exhibition OF
EARTH ARCHITECTURE which took place at

Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris and

which showcased Earth Architecture

worldwide.



Traditional vernacular 
settlements
Key definition

Traditional vernacular settlements and buildings are those 
formed by communities employing the wisdom, knowledge 
and practices transmitted from generation to generation for 
the purpose of living and working. Climate responsiveness, 
well-adaptation to the geographical terrain, use of in situ 
available materials and technologies as well the the 
employment of labor from within the settlements are some 
factors that contributed to what we call today sustainability. 

A large part of earth’s inhabitants still live in such vernacular 
settlements. Unfortunately the advent of modernism, 
industrialization and large-scale housing and planning 
projects had marginalized these as primitive, irrelevant and 
incompatible with modernity. 



GREEN ARCHITECTURE

Architects and urban planners in over the world (Europe, Scandinavian countries and North America…) are 
actively involved in designing new “green buildings” and urban designs aimed at reducing the need for 
motorized travel as a solution to the crisis of climate change et ever depleting energy and resources.

However many studies are pointing that traditional buildings and historic urban patters tend to perform 
remarkably better in environmental, socio-cultural and economic aspects than their contemporary 
counterparts. Traditional buildings are believed to embody numerous intelligent design features, emerged 
and refined through the historical process of adjustment to local climatic conditions and social functions. 
Basically they have evolved devicing low energy approaches to commodity, they served the city and the 
community long enough to justify the carbon emissions, they showed remarkable “repair-ability” and 
adaptability over time to a variety of needs and also that positive associations have been found in terms of 
likeability, cultural affinity and people’s desire to maintain traditional buildings.



Traditional vernacular settlements
Key achievements

If vernacular settlements cannot be reinvented in the place of contemporary 
living, however the fundamentals of their practices and the enormous wealth 
of knowledge of sustainable living and building can help in rethinking the 
production and maintenance of modern developments and the 
creation of a meaningful built environment.

In short vernacular settlements has achieved the following:

1.Production of human comfort by proper orientation, adequate use of 
materials and techniques without resorting to mechanical means

2.Integration into the geological and environmental context with minor 
depletion of the available resources

3.Production of culturally expressive and wholesome urban entities infused 
with meaning

4.Creation of an architectural language fostering identity and sense of 
belonging for a whole community.



Settlement Dwelling Community

Perception and treatment as a collective place of life of all 
beings.

Collective place of the family, as well as the extended family.
Valuing the well-being of the community above individual 

benefits.

Management of water and food production as the basis of 
settlement.

Home and garden as the same. Productive gardens to supply 
the kitchen.

Sharing as the basis for occupation, ownership, production and 
consumption.

Respecting natural formation of land: its geology topography 
and resources.

Minimal enclosure of space, outdoor space as part of home.
Distinguishing between the sacred and the profane and their 

interrelatedness.

Ensuring land allocated for all activities also contributes to food 
production.

Minimal construction. Simplicity of the building.
Elders of the community as the guardians, counsellors and the 

respected.

Incorporating mechanisms for self-regeneration of fertility of 
land and its resources.

Minimal transformation of materials and use of natural 
material.

Cultivating life styles based on minimalist consumptions

Minimal and slow expansions and changes. Re-use of domestic consumables from clothes to food. Acceptance of collective wisdom as a guiding principle.

Sensitive adaptation of Nature and soft and reversible 
intrusion.

Re-use of building materials and building components

Enabled walking and low-tech transport of people and goods. Refraining from over-building: sharing space.

Principles of Settlement and Dwelling in traditional communities



SUSTAINABLE PRINCIPLES

ENVIRONMENTAL PRINCIPLES
The habitat is a result of its integration into natural environment 
• TO RESPECT NATURE: The habitat is integrated in the environment 

and does not harm other elements of the ecosystem
• TO BE APPROPRIATELY SITUATED: The habitat takes advantage of 

the site’s bioclimatic features
• TO REDUCE POLLUTION AND WASTE MATERIALS: The habitat 

optimizes resources in order to avoid pollution and other impacts 
• TO CONTRIBUTE TO HEALTH QUALITY: The habitat offers the 

opportunity to the inhabitants to live in a healthy environment
• TO REDUCE NATURAL HAZARDS EFFECTS: The habitat provides a safe 

and protecting environment for all its inhabitants 

SOCIO-CULTURAL PRINCIPLES
The habitat helps to preserve and transfer inherited values 
• TO PROTECT CULTURAL LANDSCAPE: The landscape is shaped and 

conserved by inhabitants along the centuries
• TO TRANSFER CONSTRUCTION CULTURES: The habitat expresses traditional 

skills and knowledge
• TO ENHANCE CREATIVITY: The habitat encourages the provision of 

innovative solutions and creative expressions
• TO RECOGNISE INTANGIBLE VALUES: The habitat values territorial 

identities as a result of an accumulated experience
• TO ENCOURAGE SOCIAL COHESION: The habitat facilitates exchanges 

among neighbours to feed a collective intelligence 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES 
The habitat empowers communities and optimizes local resources 
• TO SUPPORT AUTONOMY: The habitat reinforces the community self-

sufficiency
• TO PROMOTE LOCAL ACTIVITIES: The habitat enhances local 

production, processing and trade
• TO OPTIMISE CONSTRUCTION EFFORTS: The habitat optimises the 

energy needed to build
• TO EXTEND THE BUILDING’S LIFETIME: The habitat increases resistance 

through time and long-term
• TO SAVE RESOURCES: The habitat prevents local resources from waste 

and losses 



Lessons from vernacular heritage

Methodological and operative approach 

The challenge today is to define research methods aiming  to develop a conceptual approach which provides 
operational knowledge that might be integrated in the contemporary architectural design process. 
The research project clearly approaches the concept of sustainability from a transversal, holistic and multidisciplinary perspective. 
This methodology is based on three main levels of reading:
1. Three sustainable scopes: environmental, socio-cultural and socio-economic;
2. General aims /needs or key questions related to each sustainable scope; 
3. Principles and strategies learnt and tested from vernacular heritage for the design of a more sustainable and eco-friendly architecture. 

In this approach, the three dimensions of sustainability have been defined as follows: 
• Environmental this scope addresses the human capacity of intervention in order to decrease and even avoid negative impacts on the environment, which is very sensitive to changes. 

Human intervention is able to integrate nature and bioclimatic features, to control the production of pollution and waste, to preserve health and prevent from natural hazards impacts. 

• Socio-cultural the sense of belonging, of identity, of personal and community development. This scope tries to gather all social and cultural positive impacts observed on vernacular 
heritage. It concerns the protection of cultural landscapes, the transmission of construction cultures, the capacity to stimulate creativity, the recognition of cultural values (tangible and 
intangible) and the reinforcement of social cohesion. 

• Socio-economic the capacity of reducing the efforts invested during the construction process, the building performance, the maintenance of buildings and all the impacts that 
contribute to an improvement of living conditions. Here, the concept of effort and work replaces the idea of cost, specially in contexts where no capital-intensive systems were 
implemented. Vernacular solutions encourage autonomy and local activity, optimize construction efforts, extend the lifetime of the building and save resources. The grid of sustainable 
scopes, associated to the definition of different principles, was used to study a collection of vernacular habitats. This selection emerged from several field missions carried out in the 
four countries (France, Italy, Portugal, Spain). The lessons derived from vernacular heritage can be applied in the conceptual design of contemporary architecture. At the end of the 
booklet is presented a selection of case studies addressing some recent relevant achievements in the field of eco-friendly sustainable architecture, analysed throughout the VerSus
methodological and operative approach. 



GULF- GCC COUNTRIES
STABILITY, ECONOMIC & 
FULGURANT CULTURAL 
GROWTH

In the 1970’s, soon after the oil discovery, the rate of urban 
population growth was very rapid in the Gulf region. Under 
these conditions, the pressure for change led to the 
importation of Western technology to achieve immediate and 
sweeping transformations. Speed, sufficiency and quantity 
operated as the ruling parameter and no or little consideration 
was done to the preservation of the traditional urban and 
architectural heritage. 
Internationally styled buildings based on the latest technology 
were (and still being) introduced into an essentially traditional 
environment. This resulted in the dissemination and sometimes 
massive destruction of the vernacular architecture in most Gulf 
countries. Unfortunately there was no time to research the 
wealth of sustainable solutions imbedded in the traditional 
built environment. 



THE GULF 
OLD CITIES, NEW CITIES: the Urban shifts

Most new cities in the Gulf grew in a frenetic way following the oil 
boom in the sixties. From small villages or towns, mostly located near 
the sea (where the only source of income at that time was fishing and 
pearl diving) they mushroomed into towns, cities and metropolis over 
few decades. This fast development was done with no real relevance 
or continuity with past architecture. The result is a rupture with the 
past, an alienation that is yielding an oppressive environment where 
human scale is lost and where everything is designed to serve the car.

Old cities, in different Gulf countries, are disappearing gradually or 
vanished and new “cities within the city” are planned overnight. The 
rapid urbanization of the Gulf Cities present challenges with respect 
to the local city fabric and the advent of modern high-rise towers and 
mega developments. 

It took hundreds of years for cities to emerge and become a living 
place for people with stratifications of historical and meaningful 
references. It is taking only decades to create new cities out there in 
the no man’s land, with no reference and no scale. 



Identity, continuity & 
sustainability

The real challenge in architectural design today is in making the 
connection between what was already there and what is yet to come, the 
significance of present-day projects lies in achieving this link. 

Built over centuries, urban settings and traditional architecture in the Gulf 
were layered by people who mastered the art of construction in different 
climatic zones: moderate, extreme hot-dry or hot-humid. This often 
resulted in the creation of a non-oppressive and sustained environment 
and delivered a meaningful architecture in terms of social integration, 
human scale and identity, all these factors having been instrumental in 
forging a community and creating a sense of belonging.

Today, with little notice, most of the urban structures and traditional 
buildings are in danger of extinction, replaced by an alien architecture that 
has no reference to past architecture. A whole set of of traditional 
structures disappeared overnight, they were replace by anonymous 
configurations with no reference to tradition or identity.

The wealth of sustainable approaches imbedded in the traditional built 
environment are still not fully grasped today hence the urgency of 
architectural research and innovative approaches to insure continuity with 
the past while using the present technological solutions.



Designing for sustainability IN THE GULF  

▪ Creating and funding independent research entities

▪ Allocating adequate research budget and timeframe for every
project in early stages of design

▪ Elaboration of new paradigms integrating lessons from past
architecture with the latest technologies.

▪ Conducting in-depth research programs on traditional urban
settings and vernacular architecture

▪ Considering the traditional environment in old cities and past
architecture as a model for a critical reinterpretation of
the present and as a provider of solutions for the future.

▪ Developing R&D strategies for architectural and urban design 
in schools or architecture and engineering.

▪ Experimentation in new prototypes  of sustainable housing 
and green buildings

▪ Publishing books and magazines related to reseach topics

CHALLENGES & EXPECTATIONS



Less aesthetics, more ethics

•Preservation of nature: new regulations concerning 
quality of air, water and soil  in order to protect what is left of 
the basic resources worlwide

•Preservation of the architectural heritage: reinforce 
design authorities at the municipal level in order to elaborate 
new strategies and updated construction laws for our villages 
and cities.

•New strategies necessary for our survival: using 
materials that are eco-friendly, recyclable, non-damaging to 
the natural site where the building is to be erected and to 
sites where the materials came from, etc. 

Designing for sustainability IN THE GULF  



Climate responsive design 
Research strategies

•Climate investigation (extreme hot, 
humid or dry climates)
•Orientation, optimization of solar gain
•Natural Insulation 
•Energy  saving 
•Daylight & sunlight
•Energy generation from solar and other 
resources
•Natural ventilation in hot/humid and 
hot/arid
•Heating & cooling
•Atria/sun spaces/buffer spaces
•Recycling
•Skin technologies
•Use of in-situ materials



Context responsive design 
Research strategies

•Genius Loci
•Site configuration
•Building form & morphology
•Building fabric
•Responsive design strategies
•Environmental framework: cost of 
material production, recycling etc.
•Energy, water and waste
•Building process 
•Building structure
•Building skin: the roof, external walls 
and openings
•Floors and internal walls
•The verandas and  loggias and op
•The Courtyard



URBAN responsive design 
Research strategies

•Community and Privacy
•Streets & Highways
•Pedestrian versus motorways
•Shading the city in hot climate 
•Creation of centrality 
•New urban design strategies
•New Urbanl framework based on 
conviviality & social interaction.



OLD CITIES, NEW CITIES
THE CHALLENGE OF SUSTAINABILITY

VERNACULAR SETTLEMENTS AND ARCHITECTURE IN YEMEN



GENIUS LOCI
The Genius of Sites and Places IN THE GULF



HISTORIC JEDDAH, A WORLD HERITAGE
The UNESCO World Heritage Committee inscribed Historic Jeddah, the

Gate to Makkah, Saudi Arabia, on the World Heritage List in 2014 based

on the fact that it represents a unique development of the Red sea

architectural tradition, a construction style once common to cities on both

coasts of the Red sea, of which only scant vestiges are preserved outside

the kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the nominated property.

The style is characterized by the imposing tower houses decorated by large

wooden Roshan(s) built in the late 19th century by the city’s mercantile

elites.

Its strict association with the Muslim annual pilgrimage (Hajj) gave Historic

Jeddah a cosmopolitan population where Muslims from Asia, Africa and the

Middle East resided and worked, contributing to the city`s growth and

prosperity.

The Outstanding Universal Value of Historic Jeddah relates to its unique

development of the Red sea architectural style, to its preserved urban

fabric, and to its symbolic role as a gate to Makkah for Muslim pilgrims

reaching Arabia by boat throughout the centuries. Its cityscape is the result

of an important exchange of human values, know-how of building materials

and techniques across the Red Sea region and along the Indian Ocean

routes between the 16th and the early 20th centuries. It represents a cultural

world that thrived, thanks to international sea trade; possessed a shared

geographical, cultural and religious background; and built settlements with

specific and innovative technical and aesthetic solutions to cope with the

extreme climatic conditions of the region (humidity and heat).

Jeddah was, for centuries, the most important, largest and richest among

these settlements and today, Historic Jeddah is the last surviving urban site

along the Red Sea coast that still preserves the ensemble of the attributes

of this culture: commercial-based economy, multi-cultural environment,

isolated outward-oriented houses, coral masonry construction, precious

woodwork decorating the facades, and specific technical devices to aid

internal ventilation.



RESEARCHING OLD CITIES IN THE GULF
THE EXAMPLE OF OLD JEDDAH , A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
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Wind Towers & 
Roshans
Many of the studies related to 
environmental responses have come 
the Middle East and specifically the 
Gulf region where harsh climates 
(mainly hot-humid and  hot-dry) 
have made people creative to come 
up with simple yet effective 
technologies to cool interiors - while 
respecting the urban setting and 
privacy. 
These elements gave rise to a 
language of architecture in the 
region and created a sense of 
belonging.
Few studies have explored the 
principles and practices of traditional 
settlements and how can be utilized 
in contemporary situations



Roshans of OLD JEDDAH

AN AMAZING ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENT



LESSONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
THE URGENCY OF RESEARCHING IN-DEPTH 

THE GULF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE



RENOVATION AND UPGRADE OF 
OLD CITIES

THE EXAMPLES OF MUSHEIREB IN QATAR, 
ATTURAIF  AND AL-ULA IN KSA



Elaborate innovative approaches and 

concepts

based on applied research

Tuwaiq
Palace 
Diplomatic 
Quarter-Riyadh
FREI OTO & OMRANIA, 
architects
AGA KHAN AWARD

POST VERNACULAR 
ARCHITECTURE
Tourism Authority HQ 
Competition
Riyadh, KSA

ARCADE
Samir N. SADDI architect

Winter Cities Competition 
Tromso, Norway 
ARCADE
Samir N. SADDI architect



The real challenge in architectural design
in the Third Millennium is in making the
connection between what is already
there and what is yet to come.
The significance of present-day projects
lies in achieving this link through
researching the wealth of urban and
architectural solutions imbedded in the
traditional built environment and
implementing relevant and innovative
solutions for our contemporary living.

Re-evaluating achievements of the past
and addressing the problems of our
present can help us finding solutions for
the future generations. But we need to
assess what is relevant and meaningful,
to tackle critical issues and to innovate
in the way we design the built
environment.
Designing for true sustainability can only
be achieved by searching for new ways
to bridge the gap between what has
been done and the shape of things to
come.

Building green 

for future 

generations 



ARCADE
Arab Research Centre for Architecture and the Design of the Environment

Atelier de Recherche & Communication sur l’Archi et le Design de l’Environnement

THANK YOU


